France: Université de Rennes II Haute Bretagne

The Université de Rennes II has one of the largest schools for foreign languages in France. Reed students are able to attend the university and take regular courses with French students in broad areas of the social sciences and humanities.

**Qualifications:** At least 2 years of college level French

**Term duration:** Year

**Typical course load:** 8 units/year

**Courses recorded in:** Units (one or half)

**Translates to Reed units:** Same

**Grading system:** A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-

**Translates to Reed grades*:** Same

*Grades from study abroad programs are displayed on the transcript, but are not calculated in the Reed GPA

**Special considerations:**

Students take numerous courses, which the exchange liaison at Rennes groups into a Unit, and determines a grade for each Unit.

For Reed transcripts, the title and grade from the Unit are utilized.